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OPENING LEGAL SUBMISSIONS ON BEHALF CHRISTCHURCH 
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT LIMITED, LYTTELTON PORT COMPANY 
LIMITED, AND WATERLOO PARK LIMITED

INTRODUCTION

1 These legal submissions are provided on behalf of Christchurch 
International Airport Limited- submitter #863 and further submitter 
#1359 (CIAL), Lyttelton Port Company Limited - submitter #915 
and further submitter #1444 (LPC), and Waterloo Park Limited – 
submitter #920 and further submitter #1277 (Waterloo). 

2 CIAL, LPC and Waterloo are jointly calling evidence from Mr Dean 
Chrystal – on planning matters.  LPC has also called evidence from 
Mr Andrew Purves on planning matters specific to the Port 
Influences Overlay Area. 

3 The majority of submissions made by CIAL, LPC and Waterloo have 
now been satisfactorily addressed in the revised version of the 
subdivision proposal dated 22 June.  

4 CIAL made several submissions relating to the matter of bird strike 
risk management – consideration of those submissions has been 
recommended for deferral and will be addressed as part of phase 2 
of this process.  

CONTROLLED ACTIVITY STATUS

5 In their submissions, CIAL, LPC and Waterloo all noted concerns 
with the approach in the notified Subdivision proposal making any 
subdivision a restricted discretionary activity. They sought 
amendment to Section 8.2.3 and subsequent provisions to make 
subdivision that is otherwise compliant with the Plan rules a 
controlled activity rather than a restricted discretionary activity. 

6 Having reviewed the revised version of the Subdivision Proposal 
circulated by Counsel for the Council dated 22 June 2015, CIAL, LPC 
and Waterloo’s outstanding concerns regarding controlled activity 
status have been addressed.  These revised provisions are 
supported. 

7 If the Panel does not accept the position reached, CIAL, LPC and 
Waterloo submit that the appropriate approach to the framework for 
the subdivision chapter is to provide for controlled activity status for 
subdivision that is otherwise compliant with the proposed 
Christchurch Replacement District Plan (proposed District Plan) 
rules.  Briefly, this is for the following reasons:

7.1 A framework which does not provide for controlled activity 
status is not consistent with the Statement of Expectations,1 

1 Canterbury Earthquake Recovery (Christchurch Replacement District Plan) Order 
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which states that the proposed District Plan must “reduce 
significantly reliance on the resource consent processes”;

7.2 The notified framework is more onerous than that in the 
Operative City Plan, which provides for subdivision that is 
otherwise compliant with the Plan rules as a controlled 
activity;

7.3 The imposition of restricted discretionary status imposes 
uncertainty and greater burden on a process that, for many 
applicants, could be determined through a controlled activity 
framework;

7.4 The statutory wording of section 104A RMA is clear and 
unambiguous.  While it requires that resource consent be 
granted for a controlled activity, it allows a consent authority 
to impose appropriate conditions for those matters over which 
it has reserved its control in its plan or proposed plan.  Given 
that the Council noted in its section 32 report that it does not 
anticipate declining consent for the vast majority of 
applications, and will instead impose conditions, controlled 
activity status appears to be an appropriate mechanism;

7.5 CIAL, LPC and Waterloo note that the Council’s concerns 
appear to centre on ensuring that there is adequate and 
appropriate provision for servicing to new allotments.2  It is 
possible to draft the rule framework so that any application 
which cannot demonstrate that capacity exists in the Council’s 
reticulated networks will not comply with the controlled 
activity standard and will therefore default to a restricted 
discretionary status; and

7.6 There is no reason why discussions and negotiations between 
the Council and an applicant cannot occur within the ambit of 
a controlled activity consent application.  

8 On behalf of Waterloo, it is noted that the revised version dated 22 
June 2015 includes a matter of control specific to subdivision at 
Waterloo Park.3  These matters of control appear to be generally in 
accordance with the provisions of Plan Change 19 to the Operative 
City Plan and also to chapter 16 as it applies to Waterloo.  
Therefore, the inclusion of this matter of control is supported. 

ADDITIONAL MATTERS - LPC

9 There is one outstanding matter of interest to LPC, in relation to the 
subdivision rules applying within the Port Influences Overlay.  Mr 
Purves has given specific evidence on this issue and will address 

2014, schedule 4, clause (a). 
2 Evidence in Chief of Andrew Long for the Christchurch City Council, paragraph 

[9.12], Evidence in Chief of Brian Norton, paragraph [5.1] – [5.4]. 
3 Matter of control 8.2.4.1(5)(b). 
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these matters further, including providing a response to the rebuttal 
evidence of Mr Long in his evidence at this hearing.  

CONCLUSION

10 CIAL, LPC and Waterloo therefore seek that the Panel accepts the 
relief sought as outlined in submissions and amended through 
evidence. 

Dated:         23 June 2015

_______________________________
JM Appleyard / A Hill
Counsel for Christchurch International Airport Limited, Lyttelton Port 
Company Limited, and Waterloo Park Limited


